Research Administration Contact Emails

Research and Sponsored Programs – Pre-Award
- New Brunswick / Piscataway: ru-orsp@ored.rutgers.edu
- Newark / RBHS: rbhsnewark-orsp@ored.rutgers.edu
- Newark – Legacy Rutgers: preaward@newark.rutgers.edu
- Award Set-up (Pre-award): award-setup@ored.rutgers.edu

Grants and Contracts – Post-Award
- General: dgca1@ored.rutgers.edu
- Invoices: gcainvoices@ored.rutgers.edu
- Effort Reports: pacer@ored.rutgers.edu
- GCA Helpdesk: gca-helpdesk@ored.rutgers.edu

Institutional Review Board – IRB
- Rutgers – Arts & Science: irb-admin@ored.rutgers.edu
- Health Sciences – New Brunswick: cm816@ored.rutgers.edu
- Health Sciences – Newark: irbnwk@ored.rutgers.edu
- IRB Reliance Agreements (e.g. sIRB): IRBRelianceAdmin@ored.rutgers.edu

Corporate Contracts
- mmatsil@ored.rutgers.edu

Responsible Conduct of Research (Conflict of Interest)
- gk434@ored.rutgers.edu

Export Control
- export-support@ored.rutgers.edu